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Brighton Extends Emergency Orders to Support Public Health

Brighton Town Supervisor William W. Moehle issued Emergency Order 2020.7 extending through May 19 previous emergency orders closing the parking lot at Corbett’s Glen Nature Park and establishing “no parking” along streets near Corbett’s Glen; prohibiting garage sales; and allowing residents to use camping trailers and recreational vehicles for self-quarantining on their property. These temporary changes have been made in the interest of public health during the COVID-19 pandemic.

These measures encourage social distancing by reducing the number of hikers using the narrow trails of Corbett’s Glen and prohibiting the kind of close interactions that occur at neighborhood garage sales. By lifting certain restrictions on camping trailers and RVs, families can keep a social distance from one another and even self-quarantine to protect the health of every family member.

Parking is prohibited at all times on the following streets:

- Astor Dr. Both Entire Length
- Avon Dr. Both Forest Hills Dr. to Beverly Dr.
- Dale Rd. Both Dale Rd. East to and including cul de sac
- Forest Hills Rd. Both Penfield Rd. to Beverly Dr.
- Glen Rd. Both Entire Length
- Inwood Dr. Both Penfield Rd. to Stoneham Rd.
- Kirk Dr. Both Entire Length
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